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Labwork 1

understanding rural concept from market perspective

Overall objective: To illustrate some application of market approach to defining the concept rurality.

Specific objective: To determine the point of “urban pressure retreat” using market value of rural properties.

Software used: EXCEL 2003.





Study the following list of agricultural properties that are offered for sale in the state of Johor. Among other things the data indicate the asking price and property distance from the nearest town.










































Distance from nearest town (Batu Pahat)	4 km
Posted Date:	5/11/2007














































Asking Price:	RM3 per sq.ft.
Occupancy:	Vacant
Furnishing:	Unfurnished





































































1.	Construct a table indicating property distance from the nearest town and the corresponding per acre asking price. [Arrange the distance variable in an ascending order.]
2.	Using the data from table, plot a line graph relating asking price (RM) on the Y-axis against property distance from the nearest town on the X-axis. Explain your observation.
3.  Using the data analysis tool in Excel, construct double-log and linear-log 
     regression models relating asking price as the dependent variable and 
     distance from the nearest town as the independent variable.
4.  (a) Using the regression coefficient for the distance variable, plot a graph
     relating asking price (RM) on the Y-axis against property distance from the  
     nearest town on the X-axis.
     (b) Assuming that the average nominal productive value of agricultural farm 
     in the state of Johor is RM 35,000, irrespective of farm distance from a town 
     centre, superimpose this productive value line on the graph in (a). Can you 
     determine the point of “urban pressure retreat”? Give your comment.
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